Event Space at The Weitzman

Our newly expanded 5th on 5th Ballroom is the cornerstone event space at the Weitzman National Museum of American Jewish History on Historic Independence Mall. Located on the Museum’s 5th and highest floor, it features floor-to-ceiling wrap-around windows facing both 5th and Market Streets. It offers an incredible venue for celebrating events from galas, fundraisers, and corporate events, to weddings and family milestones. This modern space can accommodate any type of décor—the possibilities are endless.

Capacity: newly expanded space with 7000+ sq ft can accommodate 500.

5th on 5th’s adjoining outdoor Toll Terrace affords spectacular views of the city and Independence Mall.
Capacity: 85

The 3rd Floor Freedom Experience is a breathtaking space for a cocktail reception or an intimate dinner. The floor-to-ceiling windows provide an impressive view of Independence Mall from an enclosed terrace.
Capacity: Up to 200

The “Only in America” Gallery is a stunning space for cocktail receptions. Give your guests a real taste of the Museum surrounded by artifacts and films.
Capacity: Up to 300

The Concourse Lobby, immediately outside the Dell Theater perfect location for a pre- or post-event reception.
Capacity: Up to 300

The Dell Theater is a warm and intimate space with wonderful acoustics as well as integrated audio and projection systems, ideal for conference-style programming, ceremonies, and performances.
Capacity: Up to 200

The Classrooms provide flexible space perfect for small-scale events such as small business meetings, mid-sized lectures, and break-out space during conferences.
Capacity: Up to 70 (not pictured)

We’d love to tell you more about our space.
Contact events@theweitzman.org.